On the magnitude of the chelate effect for the recognition of proteins by pharmacophores scaffolded by self-assembling oligonucleotides.
The simultaneous interaction of the binding moieties of a bidentate ligand on adjacent epitopes of a target protein represents an attractive avenue for the discovery of specific, high-affinity binders. We used short DNA fragments in heteroduplex format to scaffold pairs of binding molecules with defined spatial arrangements. Iminobiotin derivates were coupled either via bifunctional linkers or by using various oligonucleotides, thus allowing monovalent or bivalent binding to streptavidin. We determined the binding affinities of the synthesized constructs in solution. We also investigated the efficiency of recovery of superior bidentate ligands in affinity capture experiments, by using both radioactive counts and DNA microarrays as readouts. This analysis confirmed the suitability of the DNA heteroduplex as a scaffold for the identification of synergistic pairs of binding moieties, capable of a high-affinity interaction with protein targets by virtue of the chelate effect.